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SAFETY CHARTER
Because the safety of your children is our priority, our servers and the transmission of our data are fully secured.

Designed and developed in France,
the KiwipWatch
has been granted
the French Tech
label

All user data is
hosted on our secure
servers in France

A CNIL
approved
communication
system

Our French technical
team work hard to ensure high
levels of quality
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PLEASE READ BEFORE USE
1. ACTIVATING THE KIWIP NANO SIM CARD
The Kiwip Technologies nano SIM card is designed to be used exclusively with
your KiwipWatch. It has been activated to make it quick and easy to use - to get
started, simply insert it into the watch.

2. FREE OPERATOR
You have opted for an operator and a SIM card other than Kiwip* - please
deactivate the PIN code for the SIM card prior to inserting it into the KiwipWatch.
Insert the SIM card into a nano SIM compatible smartphone, go to the smartphone’s security settings and deactivate the PIN code. Once you have done this,
you can re-insert the nano SIM card into your watch. You can ask your mobile
provider to deactivate the PIN code for you in store if you are not able to do it
yourself.
Please select an appropriate network provider for your town or city. Kiwip will
not be held responsible for any weak network distribution on the part of mobile
service providers.
Please ensure that you have enough on your tariff in terms of calls and data in
order to use the watch. We would recommend that you have at least 50Mb on
your data tariff.
*Please note - pre-paid cards will not work with the KiwipWatch.
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CONTENTS OF THE BOX

KW3 connected
telephone watch

Screwdriver

USB cable

DC sector adapter

User manual
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KIWIPWATCH KW3 DESCRIPTION
Functions button
- Press to access the menu
- Hold for 3 seconds for SOS mode
Bottom button
- Hold for 3 seconds to switch off the watch
- Press to:
Go back to the menu
End / Reject a call

Colour touchscreen

SIM card slot

Battery charge socket
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INSERTING YOUR SIM CARD

The Kiwip Technologies Nano SIM card is exclusively designed for use with your
KiwipWatch, in accordance with the terms and conditions of sale and use.
Please ensure that the device has been properly switched off before opening
the SIM card cover.
Insert the SIM card into the slot provided.
Please ensure that the SIM card cover has been properly locked after inserting
the card.
FREE OPERATOR: You should deactivate the PIN code prior to inserting the SIM
card into your KiwipWatch.
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RECHARGING THE BATTERY
The battery has an average operating life of one day.
Use the magnetic Kiwip USB cable provided in order to
recharge your watch. The bar will progress to tell you
that the battery is charging.

Once the bar is full, the battery is fully charged.
You should recharge the device once the following notification appears: “Low battery”.

OUR GUIDELINES
Charge your device using the charger provided or another Kiwip Technologies
charger (available from www.kiwip.fr).
Using any other charger runs the risk of damaging your device.
Exposing the device to high temperatures will reduce the lifespan of the battery.
We recommend that you charge the watch every evening so that this becomes
routine for the child and so that they are able to get the most out of the battery’s
operating life.
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THE KIWIPWATCH APPLICATION
Download the KiwipWatch application from the Google Play Store or the Apple
Store using your smartphone.

SWITCHING THE WATCH ON AND OFF
To switch the watch on or off, simply hold the button at the bottom right down
for 3 seconds (see page 4).
Please note, if the option “You may not switch off the watch” has been activated,
the watch will restart automatically if the child tries to switch it off.
To activate the “You may not switch off the watch” option, press on the child’s
avatar/photo in the application in order to access the watch settings.
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ACTIVATING THE DEVICE FOR THE 1ST TIME
STEP 1: CREATING AN ADMINISTRATOR ACCOUNT
Open the KiwipWatch application and authorise all of the requested settings
Go to “Create a new user account”
Enter your mobile phone number and press next
Enter the verification code sent to you in a text message
STEP 2: SYNCHRONISING YOUR WATCH WITH YOUR SMARTPHONE
Switch on your watch and then verify the quality of the network
signal, the time and the weather.
Follow the synchronisation instructions on your KiwipWatch application and scan the QR code on your watch (available by swiping up on the home page).
Enter the activation code located beneath the QR code on the watch.
Congratulations! Your KiwipWatch and your smartphone are
now connected.
If you are not able to scan the QR Code:
You have the option of entering your KiwipWatch’s IMEI number using the small
pencil icon at the top right. You will find the IMEI number on the underside of the
box, on the back of this user manual or by using the watch:
On the QR Code screen, press quickly 10 times on the button at the top and then
once on the button at the bottom of the watch and the number will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
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If you have more than one watch:
You must repeat step 2 for each watch, selecting the function “Add/Change
watch” from the main menu of your mobile application.

ADMINISTRATOR
Only one administrator account is authorised when it comes to managing
your KiwipWatch. Once the user has launched the first synchronisation between the watch and the smartphone, they will become the default administrator.
You may, however, designate another administrator:
In order to do this, the designated person will need to download the application, scan the QR Code on the watch and be accepted by the current administrator from the application’s “New” section.
Now go to “Contacts” and select the previously accepted contact. Then click on
the blue “Change administrator” icon. If necessary, the person designated will be
able to return administrator authorisation to you using the same process.
For all contacts who have created a user account and who have synchronised
with the watch, the administrator will have the option of authorising geotracking for the watch, as well as authorising whether or not to receive notifications.
In order to do this, activate the “Authorise geotracking” option in the corresponding “Contacts” form.
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INFORMATION
TO FIND YOUR WATCH’S NUMBER:
The first time you synchronise your watch and the application, you will be able
to find out your watch’s telephone number by clicking:
A- On the photo of the watch that you have selected at the top left of the application to activate the functions menu.
B- Now click again on the photo at the top left to access the child’s information.
C- You will be able to read the watch’s number on the 3rd line.
Please note: If the watch’s number is not contained within the child’s information, please check with your provider to ensure that the SIM card has been activated, as well as the DATA option for the tariff subscribed to for the watch.

TO CHOOSE THE LANGUAGE OF THE WATCH:
You can choose the language of the watch by sliding down twice from the main
screen of your KiwipWatch.
Once on the “Language” screen, tap once and then choose the desired language.
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UPDATES
In the interests of quality, Kiwip offer regular updates to the software used on
your KiwipWatch as well as updates to the mobile application.

PROCEDURE FOR UPDATING THE SOFTWARE ON YOUR WATCH
1. Please ensure that your watch is switched on with at least 2 bars of both
charge and network
2. Keep the watch next to your smartphone without touching it
3. Open the KiwipWatch application and go to the “Watch settings” section (in
the application menu)
4. Select “Watch software version”
5. Launch the update for the version on the watch
6. Please wait while the watch downloads the update. It will then switch to
a white background with a red progress bar. Do not touch it during this time.
7. Once the watch has finished with the updates, it will automatically restart.
Congratulations! Your watch has been successfully updated.

PROCEDURE FOR UPDATING THE APPLICATION
1. If you are not offered an update for your KiwipWatch parental application
automatically, please visit the store where you downloaded the application
(Google Play or Apple Store). You will be notified once an update becomes
available.
2. Launch the update via the store and allow it to progress until it has finished.
Congratulations! Your application has been successfully updated.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
When this signal appears, check the status of the network and check to ensure
that the SIM card has been properly inserted into the watch before restarting it.
The date and the time on your KiwipWatch will be adjusted automatically.
If the time given is incorrect, you can try switching the watch off and switching
it back on again. Should this fail to resolve the issue, we would recommend
that you check to ensure that your KiwipWatch is up to date and to install any
updates if this is not the case.

KIWIPWATCH TUTORIALS
To help you use your product, we have created “KiwipWatch tutorials” on
our YouTube channel:

http://bit.ly/2zNcUs0

WARRANTY
Our watches are all covered by a 2-year warranty. Water oxidation, broken
screens, loss and theft are not covered by this warranty.
To activate your warranty:
Create your customer account and activate your 2-year warranty via our website by going to the “My account” section:

www.kiwip.fr
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Generally speaking, the watch must always be switched on and connected to a
network in order to receive any orders sent from the application.
The watch is water resistant with a protection index of 65 (splashes,
sand, dust, etc.). This means that it may not be submerged in water
(baths, swimming pools, etc.).
You can restart the watch remotely using the “Reboot” function contained within
your watch settings.
You can also restore factory settings if necessary. This function will permanently
delete the settings saved on the watch.

ALARMS
You have the option of setting notifications using the application by going to the
“Child alarms” menu.
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TOUCHSCREEN
Pressing on the back button will take you back to the home page.
Access the sub-menus by swiping down and from left to right.
To select an element once it has been displayed, simply press on the touchscreen.
Advice: Protect the screen on your KiwipWatch with a soft smartphone protection film that can be adjusted to fit the size of your watch or with a suitable
tempered glass screen protector.

STRUCTURE OF THE KIWIPWATCH MENU

QR Code

Settings

Home page

Best Friend

Contacts

Messages

Activity tracking
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SETTINGS
You can adjust the brightness and the volume of your watch by swiping down
on the screen.
Reducing the volume to minimum levels will activate vibration mode.

Please note: in vibration mode, the watch will not emit any “Low battery” sound
notifications.

HOME PAGE
Hold down on the home page for 2 seconds in order to view the different time
displays. This allows you to choose the preference for your child.
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CONTACTS
The watch can contain up to 50 contacts. Only external contacts authorised by
the administrator will be able to communicate with the watch.
If one of the authorised contacts wants to send voice or text
messages to the child’s watch, they will need to download
the KiwipWatch parental application and create an account.
You will then need to scan the QR Code on your watch (or
enter your watch’s IMEI number using the small icon located
at the top right). Once the administrator has accepted, the
contact will be able to send messages.
The child’s “Best Friend” contacts will also be authorised contacts. Nevertheless,
the administrator will be able to select or delete them where appropriate.
Contact details viewed in the application
The KiwipWatch (in green) + Best Friend contacts
Administrator (just one if possible)
“Tribe” contact: can make or receive calls, can send text or voice messages (using the application, account and QR Code scan required), can
geotrack the child (for administrator authorisation), can become an administrator, can be an SOS contact.
Basic contact: can be sent manually via the application by the administrator, can make or receive calls, can be an SOS contact.
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TELEPHONE
To make a call, press for 2 seconds on the avatar of the person that the child
wants to call. To hang up, press for 2 seconds on the red icon or on the button
at the bottom.

To answer a call, simply swipe your finger from left to right, without lifting your
finger from the screen.
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CHAT
USING THE KIWIPWATCH
Select your contact and then record your message by holding down on the
“Hold down to speak” button. Release to send your message.

Should your message fail to send, check the status of the network to which the watch is connected. Should this problem persist, go to page 13 > Troubleshooting.
Please note: The watch can only exchange messages with contacts who have the mobile application or “Best Friend” contacts.

USING YOUR KIWIPWATCH PARENTAL APPLICATION
Select “Contacts” in the application, click on the child’s contact and then select
“Message” at the bottom right of the screen.
You may send either a voice or a text message by selecting the “keyboard” icon
at the bottom left of the screen.
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BEST FRIEND
Your child can synchronise with their friends who also have a KiwipWatch.
In order to do this, the two children must go to the “Best Friend” menu at the
same time and they must each follow the instructions on the watch. Please note
that the watches must be kept no more than 20 cm apart in order to ensure
synchronisation.
They will then be able to call, chat and track their respective physical activity
via the rankings.
The watch’s administrator will receive a notification on their application, notifying them that a new friend has been added, whom they will then be able to
delete as required.
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ACTIVITY TRACKING
The watch is fitted with an activity sensor. The child will be able to follow their
points total and to find out their position in the overall rankings. The more the
child moves, the more points they will earn, which will see Kiwipi develop.
On the application, the administrator can track any changes to the child’s physical activity using the “Activity tracking” menu.
A reward notification can be sent each week.

The rankings points will be updated every hour and will be reset to zero every
day at midnight. Its internal meter will restart but the points will be stored in the
archives for that week.
Every Sunday at midnight, the watch will reset the weekly archives.
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SOS MODE
To add an emergency contact, go to the contact in question on the mobile application.
Now select “Emergency contact”.

Functions button

In order to activate SOS mode, the child must hold down the function button
for 3 seconds, which will send an emergency call to the pre-selected contacts.
Activating SOS mode will allow the child to discreetly call all “important” contacts
from their contacts list. This will occur in a loop until one of them picks up.
On the application, the administrator will be sent a notification as well as the
GPS coordinates of the location where the SOS was triggered. If it is available,
“Streetview” will give you a 360° view of the environment in which the child
finds themselves.
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CLASS MODE
The KiwipWatch becomes a simple watch when used in class mode. Only the
geotracking and SOS functions will remain active.
HOW TO ACTIVATE CLASS MODE*
A- Click on the photo of the watch at the top left
B- Click on Class Mode
C- Swipe the Class Mode Management button to the right
D- Set the periods depending on your child’s timetable. Activate days by sliding
the day’s corresponding bar from left to right and click on submit
E- To deactivate a date or class mode management, simply slide from right to
left. After confirming the successful deactivation of your watch, the operation
will be carried out.
*Check to ensure that the watch has been properly switched on when activating
and deactivating class mode.

In class mode, it is only possible for the child
to look at the time, to adjust the volume and
the display and to change the background.
No contacts will be able to call the watch or
to send messages. Any messages received
will, however, be received once class mode
has been deactivated.
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GEOTRACKING
Geotracking can be accessed via the application’s “Localisation” screen.
If the watch has no connection to the satellites (when it is in a building, for example), it will use localisation in energy saving mode until it is able to connect to the
satellites. These changes will be invisible for users.
If the location of the watch is incorrect by more than 200m, the location will not
be communicated to the application.
If geotracking does not update automatically, touch the blue target to update
it manually.
Geotracking also allows you to set safety areas and routes (see pages 25 and
26), to set the local time for each country and to set the weather (updated every
30 minutes).
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SAFETY AREA
SET A SAFETY AREA

A. Select “Safety area” from the home page
B. In the tab “Safety area”: Click on “+ add”
C. Click on the magnifying glass at the top right and enter the address of the
safety area
D. Click on “Edit” and give the area a name
E. Click on “area entry notification” and “area exit notification” in order to be sent
notifications each time the area in question is entered or exited
F. Set the perimeter authorised for the zone, between 100m and 1000m
G. Schedule the hours desired for this safety area
H. Click on “Save safety area”

DELETE A SAFETY AREA

A. Select the safety area you want to delete and hold down on your selection
for 2 seconds
B. Confirm your decision to delete the safety area using the notification window
C. Your decision to delete has been taken into account
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SAFETY ROUTE
SET A SAFETY ROUTE

A. Select “Safety area” from the home page
B. In the “Safety route” tab: Click on “+ add”
D. Click on the magnifying glass at the top right
E. Enter the start address for the safety route
F. In the “Start” tab: Give a name to the start point and press enter
G. In the “Destination” tab: Give a name to the destination and press enter
H. On the map, draw the safety route authorised for the child, zooming in on the
map using your fingers where necessary
I. At any time, you may delete the last point by clicking on the “delete last point”
icon
J. Once the destination street has been reached, select the magnifying glass to
enter the exact address in order to specify the destination address
K. Set the time authorised to complete the authorised safety route
L. Select the notifications for entering or exiting the desired areas
M. Select the authorised perimeter for each point during the safety itinerary
between 100m and 1000m
N. Save the safety itinerary

DELETE A SAFETY ROUTE

Follow the same steps as “Delete a safety area” (page 51).
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DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
Exposure to radiofrequency and electromagnetic fields:
The maximum specific absorption rate (SAR) measured for the KiwipWatch KW3
is 0.752W / Kg for the head and 1.260W / Kg for the body.
To limit head exposure to radio broadcasts during communications, keep the
watch well over 30 cm away from your head.
Certifications:
You can obtain information regarding regulations, certifications and approval
marks specific to the KW3 KiwipWatch by sending an email to: contact@kiwip.fr.
Compliance declaration:
Kiwip Technologies SAS declare that the appliance is fully compliant with the
necessary requirements and relevant terms contained within the Radio Equipment Directive 2014/53/EU - EU Type Examination (Certificate n° C-10-1128-16-01).
A copy of the compliance declaration for France is available to download from
www.kiwip.fr/telechargements/
Kiwip’s representative in the EU is Kiwip Technologies SAS, 1 Impasse des Paillons,
77700 Bailly-Romainvilliers, France.
European Union - Information on disposal
The symbol opposite signifies that, in accordance with local laws and regulations,
you must dispose of this product and/or its battery separately from ordinary household waste. When this product reaches the end of its life cycle, please take it to a
collection point designated by your local authorities. Separate collection and recycling for your product and/or its battery during disposal will help preserve natural
resources and to ensure that it is recycled in such a way that protects the health of
both humans and the environment.
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POUR PLUS D’INFORMATIONS:
FOR MORE INFORMATION :
FÜR WEITERE INFORMATIONEN :
PARA OBTENER MÁS INFORMACIÓN :

WWW.KIWIP.FR
CONTACT@KIWIP.FR

BESOIN D’AIDE ?
RENDEZ-VOUS SUR
LA PAGE ASSISTANCE
DE NOTRE SITE :
WWW.KIWIP.FR

NEED HELP ?
GO TO OUR
SUPPORT PAGE
OF OUR SITE:
WWW.KIWIP.FR

BRAUCHEN SIE HILFE?
GEHEN SIE AUF
UNSERE SUPPORT-SEITE
UNSERER WEBSITE:
WWW.KIWIP.FR

NECESIDAD DE AYUDA ?
VAYA A LA PÁGINA
DE SOPORTE
DE NUESTRO SITIO:
WWW.KIWIP.FR
- DAS 0,498W/KG

